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ABSTRACT

Article history:

The Dijkstra algorithm, also termed the shortest-route algorithm, is a model
that is categorized within the search algorithms. Its purpose is to discover the
shortest-route, from the beginning node (origin node) to any node on the
tracks, and is applied to both directional and undirected graphs. However, all
edges must have non-negative values. The problem of organizing inter-city
flights is one of the most important challenges facing airplanes and how to
transport passengers and commercial goods between large cities in less time
and at a lower cost. In this paper, the authors implement the Dijkstra algorithm
to solve this complex problem and also to update it to see the shortest-route
from the origin node (city) to the destination node (other cities) in less time
and cost for flights using simulation environment. Such as, when graph nodes
describe cities and edge route costs represent driving distances between cities
that are linked with the direct road. The experimental results show the ability
of the simulation to locate the most cost-effective route in the shortest possible
time (seconds), as the test achieved 95% to find the suitable route for flights
in the shortest possible time and whatever the number of cities on the tracks
application.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Edsger Dijkstra is a Dutch computer scientist in 1959, He is considered as a developer of Dijkstra's
algorithm [1]. It’s a dynamic programming (DP) algorithm [2], [3]. Dijkstra is an algorithm applied for search
and it provides a shorter-route from single-source for a graph with nonnegative edge route costs [4]. It depends
on the close road to explain the problem of the single source-shortest route [5], [6]. It keeps the nearest way to
source on the graph form source (s) to destination (v) [7]. We think the problem of the single-source shortestroute problem in a designated graph with positive edge values is a common obstacle which occurs in various
apps such as in long road nets: social nets. [8], [9], route information protocol [10], multicast routing [11],
wireless networks [12], [13], and internet of things (IoT) applications [14], [15].
Dijkstra's algorithm aims to define the shortest routes for a given starting node [16], [17]. When
choosing the node for the shortest-route, the algorithm follows a so-called greedy strategy [18]. The node that
is closest to the starting node is always chosen. With the Dijkstra algorithm, all edge weightings must therefore
be non-negative [19]. We always face the problem of shortest-route in our ordinary life [20], the widespread
of e-commerce, the rapid growth of the logistics industry, and the growing complexity and congestion of road
traffic, for example, the efficiency of material distribution [21], [22] and travel efficiency and also road use in
the current transport network can be improved to reduce the shortest route problem [23]. The intelligent traffic
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systems (ITS) are created to solve this problem [24]. Route planning also plays a vital role in intelligent
transport systems [25]. Consequently, it is important to improve route planning skills. Using an appropriate
data structure to save the network information is considered to be a very important procedure to ensure that the
PC and the route planning algorithm can recognize the network and calculate the shortest route in the network
[26]. The Dijkstra algorithm [27] and A* algorithm [28] are most common shortest-route optimization
algorithms.
The (v) edges are checked to determine the destination for reaching. Dijkstra algorithm has several
forms wherever the Dijkstra algorithm originates from start node to end node. However, the more common
type is fixation shorter route from the single node for all nodes which lie on the graph. Dijkstra's algorithm
applications are the following: i) it is applied as a subroutine in excellent algorithms; ii) Dijkstra's algorithm is
used for reducing hops number from computer to another and for enhancement to transfer the file between the
computers inside the network lead to occupy all time [1]; iii) by Dijkstra's algorithm, it could provide both the
address of the origin node and that of the destination node for the remote server to determine the shortest route
[4]; iv) Dijkstra's algorithm is used as high efficiency in traffic information systems wherever it calculates the
shorter road; and v) the algorithm uses Google Maps for determining the shortest route between 2 points [29].
Dijkstra’s algorithm disadvantages are: i) It spends extended time in the necessary resources. Therefore, it's
blind [1], ii) It does not have a handle with negative edges. Therefore, it doesn’t get right shortest route.
Dijkstra’s algorithm is applied in network related protocols for determining vertex on the graph, to
determine the shorter route with the lowest cost between two nodes on the network. Also, it is used to find
lower costs and shortest route between two vertexes [30]. The nodes represent the cities or points, and the edge
route costs are distances among the cities that are linked with the same road, Dijkstra's algorithm is applied to
fetch the shortest road between any two cities.
The rest of the article's structure is as follows: section 2 illustrates our methodological steps. In
section 3, the experimental effects of the Dijkstra algorithm are exhibited. Conclusions and future scope are in
the last section.

2.

METHOD
A MATLAB program simulation is used in our study to carry out the Dijkstra's algorithm as in
Figure 1. MATLAB has an excellent library for graphs called Graph that allows to relate the graphs in nodes
and edges in addition to making good graphs of these graphs. It also allows to calculate the time it takes to
process easily. This algorithm, like Floyd's theorem, has the ability to explain the shortest path problem, both
for cyclic and acyclic networks. In such a way that the loops that a network presents do not restrict the control
of the algorithm. In other words, it utilizes for defines marks from the source node and each of the subsequent
nodes. These marks include information related to an accumulated value of the node's size and the closest
source of the route. Marks correspond to nodes, not arcs. In this algorithm, these marks are temporary and
permanent. Temporary marks are those that can be changed while there is the possibility of obtaining a shorter
route for themselves; otherwise, the tag becomes hard.
The below-weighted graph consists of five vertices (v1- v2- v3- v4-v5). Edge cost mean value between
any two v. [30] Such as edge cost between vertices 1 and vertices 2 is seven. The graph is a di-graph, the
vertices are representing the airports, the distances are flights between two points, and the total time is included
from (depart T) to (arrived).
The distance should be the shorter road to arriving at the target point in a shorter time. Wherever the
queue (Q) refers to the priority queue, T. is time, depart T is start time, arrived is arriving time. For all
vertices, w, adjacent to v do:
Make Priority Queue, 𝑃, of fights 𝑓, with 𝑓. 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑇 ≥ 𝑇[𝑣] keyed by 𝑓. 𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑇
Time t← ∞ //will need for relaxation.
If 𝑃 in not empty then t← 𝑝.min().𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑇 //no need to remove

Relaxation is nearly the same:
If 𝑡 < 𝑇[𝑤] then
𝑇[𝑤] ← 𝑡
Update w in Q

But it all together by:
FlightAgenda (DiGraph G, Vertex s, Time startT)
//Input: G di-graph, not a simple graph
//Vertices are airports
//di-edges are flights with two weights
//deparT is the departure time at origin airport
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//arrive is the arrival time at the destination airport
//s is the origin airport and starT is the starting time
//inintlize arrival time, T
T[s]←startT
For all vertexes, v≠s do T[v] ←∞

Make priority queue, Q, of vertices keyed by T While Q is not empty do
V←Q.removeMine()
For all vertices, w, adjacent to v and in Q do
// determine the next flight
Make Priority Queue, P, of fights, f, with f.deparT≥T[v]
Time t ←∞
If P in not empty then
t ←P.min〖()〗.arrive T // no need to remove
// relaxation
If 𝑡 < 𝑇[𝑤] then
𝑇[𝑤] ← 𝑡
Update w in Q
Return T

Figure 1. Flow chart of algorithm

All the above mentioned steps are back to the Dijkstra's algorithm with updates added by the authors
therefore, this study focuses mainly on the results of this algorithm and its steps in solving the problem of
organizing flights between cities.. During the execution of the work, each node will be marked with its least
distance to a node that is specified in the implementation where this node is with a value of zero, meaning the
length is zero. Still, we do not know the minimum distance. It starts with the value of the infinity. In addition,
we will have the current node value. We start by checking the current node's neighbours in action and in no
specific order. For example, if the current node is x, we take the nearest neighbours to it and say that it is x1.
We add the distance value of the current node (the least distance is zero) with the weight of the edge connecting
the current node to x1, and for example, it is 6, and we get the result of 0+6=6 . This value is also compared
with the minimum distance x 1, which is the distance that is less than the infinity. Next, we check the other
node, for example, to be x2. We add zero minimum distance of x, the current node with a value of 2, edge
weight to get 2. We compare this result with the minimum distance x2. Moreover, we have verified all the
neighbours of x. we mark it as visited.
Figure 2 displays in paint the mechanism for running from the current node to the neighbour nodes.
Figure 2 explains how this algorithm works, where Figure 2(a) is the starting point and is designated s and at
time 0. Figure 2(b) gets the shortest route between f and y. Figure 2(c) is the flight going to point y, and then
there will be three opportunities available which are t, x and z routes. In Figure 2(d), the shortest route between
t, x and z points will be defined, which is t and x (are most beneficial). While route x is long, it will be dismissed.
Eventually, the x point will be reached through the t and z routes in the shortest time, as shown in Figures 2(e)
and 2(f).
Flight-schedule using Dijkstra's algorithm with comparison of routes findings (Israa Ezzat Salem)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 2. Graph to choose the closest point: (a) it is starting point at time 0, (b) it is gets the shortest route,
(c) it is the flight going to point y, (d) it is to discover the best route among the three ways, (e) it is to reach
point x through the t route, and (f) it is to reach point x through the z route

3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, Dijkstra’s algorithm is applied to searching and measuring the route from single-source
to another single-source at the shortest route at the nonnegative edge. The working of Dijkstra's algorithm is
shown below, where in figures the shorter route appears, start node and final node and shorter distance.
Figures 3(a)-(b) to Figures 10(a)-(b) show all the simulated experimental results and the comparison of the
results over the route in the NaN case, num_nodes, L and max_seg_length with their values. These figures
accurately show the mechanism of action in drawing directions in a realistic way to determine the smallest
paths between cities.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. A Dijkstra based selected route, (a) NaN case. no_nodes=40; L=100; max_seg_length=40 and (b)
NaN case. no_nodes=40; L=100; max_seg_length=40
Int J Elec & Comp Eng, Vol. 12, No. 2, April 2022: 1675-1682
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(b)

Figure 4. A Dijkstra based selected route, (a) NaN case. no_nodes=40; L=100; max_seg_length=4 and
(b) NaN case. no_nodes=40; L=100; max_seg_length=40

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. A Dijkstra based selected route, (a) NaN case. no_nodes=10; L=10; max_seg_length=15 and
(b) NaN case. no_nodes=10; L=10; max_seg_length=15

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. A Dijkstra based selected route, (a) NaN case. no_nodes=10; L=10; max_seg_length=15 and
(b) NaN case. no_nodes=20; L=50; max_seg_length=20
Flight-schedule using Dijkstra's algorithm with comparison of routes findings (Israa Ezzat Salem)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7. A Dijkstra based selected route, (a) NaN case. no_nodes=20; L=50; max_seg_length=20 and
(b) NaN case. no_nodes=20; L=50; max_seg_length=20

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. A Dijkstra based selected route, (a) NaN case. no_nodes=5; L=5; max_seg_length=20 and
(b) NaN case. no_nodes=5; L=5; max_seg_length=20

(a)

(b)

Figure 9. A Dijkstra based selected route, (a) NaN case. no_nodes=5; L =5; max_seg_length=20 and
(b) NaN case. no_nodes=60; L=120; max_seg_length=40
Int J Elec & Comp Eng, Vol. 12, No. 2, April 2022: 1675-1682
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(b)

Figure 10. A Dijkstra based selected route, (a) NaN case. no_nodes=60; L=120; max_seg_length=40 and
(b) NaN case. no_nodes=60; L=120; max_seg_length=40

4.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
In this scenario, the Dijkstra’s algorithm has been updated to discover the shortest and best route
between cities and in less time (seconds) to organize flights, as maps of 10 to 50 cities are used. This work has
been applied to the MATLAB 2018R environment with a computer: Windows 10, Intel i7, CPU 3.4-GHz, and
6-GB RAM. Moreover, the results of this scenario show an accuracy of more than 95% in 3.45 seconds for 50
cities, while a result of 97% for 10 cities with a period of fewer than 10 seconds is achieved. As the number of
cities is increasing, the results remain best and the updated algorithm is not changed. This proposed and
improved algorithm is characterized by the speed of performing the work and covering all the node points to
connect the node to be reached accurately and at high speed. In the future, the authors suggest implementing
this algorithm on Python environment with using 3D technology to give very accurate results with highresolution graphics. One of the authors' future plans is to implement this idea on more than one algorithm and
to make a comparison between the results that will be obtained from the simulation systems. This study is just
the beginning of other works to come in future.
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